User Engagement Playbook - ‘Moving the Adoption Needle’ Project
About this Playbook
This playbook is a result of collaboration with Improved Apps, Customers and Salesforce Success Managers,
covering successful adoption tactics from 100’s of successful Salesforce and Improved Apps deployments.
This Playbook IS designed to be a…
●
●
●

useful starting point for anyone dealing with adoption issues
helpful guide for customer-facing employees, dove-tailed in your Success Plan
collection of the top five plays, to help drive your adoption

The Playbook is NOT meant to be a…
●
●
●

replacement for running a Success Plan with every Customer
comprehensive instruction manual
list of all relevant content or training on a particular topic

About Improved Apps
Improved Apps helps Salesforce Customers surface an organisation’s most valuable information to the
relevant people at the right time, driving proficiency and application adoption, to maximise the value of their
technology investments. Improved Apps is the go-to certified, security reviewed, Salesforce ISV partner for
increasing adoption and ROI, our functionality rich solutions that address critical customer business needs,
securing easier renewals for Salesforce, whilst helping Salesforce “take more revenue off the table!”
Overview
Salesforce.com invests a significant amount of money ensuring its Customer facing teams are equipped with
the right knowledge, expertise and tools, to ensure Customer satisfaction. In any given month they will spend a
lot of time talking about new features, best practice, roadmaps, strategy - and trying to get exec alignment and
support. However without adoption we know this sometimes falls on deaf ears.
We also know that user adoption is a complex issue, dependent on both individual and organisational
performance. However old approaches aren’t working anymore. Effective user adoption is about getting people
to change their behaviour to use their applications regularly and consistently to do their jobs more proficiently
and they will only do that if there is something in it for them.

“We have to put the user first now, more than ever”
Simon Thompson EVP/Co-founder, Improved Apps

It’s all about in-app communication (Chatter combined with Improved NoticeBoard) and quick access to
context aware help & training (Improved Help), to help users develop new work habits and to keep them going
- day after day, after day - to realise the potential in your Customer’s employees. We have to remove any
organisational barriers that prevent Customers from using the applications. And that is about alignment and
focus on how different groups use their applications to make sure the Customer is achieving the desired
business goals.

*** Improved Apps Confidential ***

Most Customers need to evolve, fast. The
Salesforce platform is perfect to support
business strategies, key fiscal year priorities
and their desired pace for change. Disruptive
and radical change was enabled in the early
Salesforce promise of ‘No software’ offering
maximum agility. However, most have now
reached the situation where Salesforce is in
complete lockdown.

Let the business regain control
Improved Apps and the Customer need to work together to help realise the value of the Salesforce investment,
by bringing the flexibility back to the business. With a little education on Improved Apps solutions, you will be
able to take your business on a new journey - a journey where they, the business, can once again take
ownership, monitor real-time engagement through your own dashboards, and drive a continual improvement.
We achieve this by providing your users with access to critical content in context, allowing your end-users to
‘Dip in and out’ as and when they need to, minimising any wasting of time - for any interrupted colleagues’ or
their own - searching for what they need.
Giving the users one of the most important things back into their lives...TIME.

This playbook enables a continuous learning environment that will drive adoption through the roof and put a
smile back on your executives and users’ faces.
You’ll be able to review the dashboards to determine how best to engage going forward and offer best practice
guidance with this increased knowledge in hand.
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So how do we move the ADOPTION needle by using this Playbook?
This is a two month project, channeling the knowledge of you and your peers, together with a little bit of
Improved Apps technology and guidance where needed.
The five key plays below are designed to assist you in our joint mission to drive adoption within your business
and move each orgs adoption needles in the right direction. The aim is to engage with your Customer and
make them self-sufficient as soon as possible in a matter of hours or days. These plays compliment your
existing salesforce projects and Improved Apps should become part of your DNA to increase utilisation.
Play 1 - Seek Executive buy-in - Ensure all initiatives are aligned with and driven by current critical business
goals. (We can easily get these priorities from the company's financial results or investment pages or talk to
your key contacts within the business). We explain what continuous improvement and continuous learning
looks like, why it's more important and easier than ever to put the user first. Identify a champion and key
stakeholder - it's cheaper and easier to get things right using salesforce technology, than it is to create a
project team to assess and switch to another platform. We take the key stakeholder through the Success Plan
Checklist, and plan the engagement. Define clear success criteria based on tangible metrics, agree what
happens when successful.
Play 2 - Draw a line in the Sand (now!) - What does the org look like? Use Salesforce Optimizer, then assess
the results with your Improved Apps. Communicate what's going and and why future changes are imminent we work with key users to gather early feedback / current sentiment / ideas from super users. Run an end user
survey asap (to all salesforce users) and analyse the feedback. Start to demonstrate that the business is
listening. Communicate success via Chatter (for nice to know information) and Improved NoticeBoard (for all
critical must do, must act information - see Play 4).
Play 3 - Focus on the end User experience - Users should be at the heart of this project, they should feel in
control and listened to - don’t make assumptions, we get stuck in and include a few key users. Simplify page
layouts and suggest removing any under-utilised items highlighted from the Salesforce Optimizer Report De-clutter pages and implement a continuous learning experience by implementing Improved Help (see Play
4)...Through the analysis gleaned, focus on 10-15 key fields on all key Objects from areas of the application
where users say or where data errors or support calls suggest they need assistance.
Play 4 - Take advantage of native technology (it just works!) - Improved Apps will support the rollout and
training - Implement Improved Help & Improved NoticeBoard. Alert Users of any new changes (see Play 2),
gather feedback from the frontline and adopt a continuous improvement programme. Prove along the way to
users that they are being heard, they are making vital contributions and changes are a direct result of their
interactions (feedback and sentiment) from within their applications. Optionally enable SF1 Mobile Help, so
any of this context aware content is available from any device, anywhere. Initially provide very simple, easy to
consume answers in the Help Topics to help remind users of what to do and why. Add signposting to existing
content so users can go on a journey to learn more. Think of using Reading lists for process help.
Play 5 - Leverage your Salesforce CSG Team - We use everything we know and have been taught to
maximum benefit. We ensure the salesforce Account team are aware of this ‘Moving the Adoption Needle’
project. Take onboard any guidance from our Customers, users and execs - and engage the right people. We
have an arsenal of great resources out there (internal resources, training, Trailhead, Success community) to
emphasise that the business team really does care (Ohana). We help you look out for opportunities to engage
your Sales & Services teams to realise increased value of the investment in salesforce.com.
Key Metrics must be agreed and in play
Use the dashboards to monitor ‘before’ (via screenshots), during this two month project and with exec reviews,
to demonstrate adoption improvement. Use the Improved Apps packaged Dashboards to drive your
conversations with the business and move into a continual improvement programme.
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Implementation Project Timeline
Improved Apps installation from the AppExchange takes minutes per app, with setup taking approx. 60
minutes. Either app may be rolled out to a controlled set of users or all users within an Org. It is recommended
that this project be installed into a production Org, to ensure minimal disruption for any participating users and
team members.. Engage Improved Apps early, to get through Infosec or address any technical concerns.
A typical ‘Moving the Adoption Needle’ project roll-out plan is below. (Tasks don’t need to be whole days)

Exporting all the content is easy at any point. Content Packs can be created to migrate reusable content into
other Orgs or be used to fast-track other ‘Moving the Adoption Needle’ projects.
What Next?
Once we have demonstrated significant improvement, which can usually be achieved long before the end of
the two month project, please introduce your business to Improved Apps again to discuss any commercials - to
allow your business to maintain self-sufficiency and keep the momentum going.
Improved Apps Pricing
Improved Apps List pricing is here. Note: Special discounts to match any salesforce discounting (specific to
each Customer may apply). Feel free to get in touch to talk through specific scenarios.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Salesforce Optimizer
Salesforce Optimizer (Video Link) analyzes your implementation to determine ways that you can simplify your
customisations and drive adoption of features. Optimizer recommends ways to improve features in the
Salesforce implementation. However, Optimizer analyzes only a subset of features across Salesforce.
Optimizer has access only to the Org’s metadata. To run Optimizer in a chosen Org goto Setup and search for
‘optimizer’, then follow the instructions. Run this quarterly, as new enhancements are off the release schedule.
Improved Apps Optimizer Report Considerations
Use the guidance carefully...the bigger the Org, the more complex the use cases, and larger the number of
users potentially affected by any changes - all of which could bring risk or even slow any progress down. So,
focus on the end-user for maximum results as the initial priority. Remove unwanted/under-utilised fields from
page layouts as a first step rather than deleting them entirely and provide in-app contextual help and training.
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Customer ready, useful resources from Improved Apps & Accenture
Improved Change Management Overview
Helping customers get the most out of their Salesforce investment. “Change is the only constant in life”
(Heraclitus). Implementing, enabling and changing systems in the delivery of Internet Solutions (SaaS) create
unnecessary issues. Is it no different to any other systems change challenge? Read More...
Context is King - Enterprise Success Planning
Improved Apps is a leader in the delivery of Enterprise Success Planning Solutions. Success enablement
requires that we must first define what success means in the context of our enterprise users and their
applications - and then pro-actively promote those things that do and avoid things that do not contribute to that
success (i.e stop enabling failure!) . This is then supplemented by active and timely measurement and
Reporting. Read More...
Enterprise Success Planning
Delivering the sixth-sense you have always wanted to ensure your Salesforce solution is optimised for
end-user success and it is readily adopted. Read More...
Success Planning and Delivery
Understand User behaviour - find the issues, manage them proactively, increase adoption and reduce support
costs. An Early-Warning System out-of-the-box. Read More...
Improved Help for Salesforce Overview
Your users' in-app coach for best practice, compliance & embedded learning, Help and Training. Help in the
right place, at the right time, for the right user. Read More...
Improved NoticeBoard for Salesforce Overview
Critical Communications & Compliance. Right message, to the right people, at the right time. Read More...
Improved Apps - Success Health Check
Is your existing Salesforce implementation suboptimal or misaligned with your current business strategy? Are
your users struggling or complaining that Salesforce is not helping them? Does your organisation need to
implement new business strategies or redesign current business processes with insufficient resources? Are
declining training and IT budgets limiting your ability to fund enhancements and Improvements? Read More...
Liquid Workforce - Accenture
Building the workforce. for today's digital demands. Companies are investing in the tools and technologies they
need to keep pace with constant change in the digital era. But to achieve their ambitious goals, leaders are
refocusing on an often overlooked factor: the workforce. Read More...
Contact Improved Apps
General Enquiries call: UK
US Freephone:
Email:
LinkedIn:
Twitter:
Vimeo:

+44 (0)1276 804 800 or
+1 844 314 9796
info@improvedapps.com
http://www.linkedin.com/company/improved-apps-ltdhttps://twitter.com/improvedapps
https://vimeo.com/improvedapps

About the author of this document: Simon Thompson - CEO / Co-founder (Improved Apps) - Mobile +44
(0)7733 103472 LinkedIn - Joined Salesforce.com back in January 2007, worked with Salesforce Customers
ever since...Held many senior Customers Success roles since 2010. Loves working with the Salesforce
technology and people for mutual success, always happy to take a call for a chat.
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